
A n  E n g h o u s E  I n t E r A c t I v E  c A s E  s t u d y

“We are paying 60 percent less on a per-phone basis with callrex... It 

was a relief to find the flexibility of simply purchasing licenses for the 

number of phones we needed to record.”

- sally McPhillips, telecom Manager
n r g  E n E r g y,  I n c .

nrg Energy, Inc., a wholesale power generation company, needed a call  recording system 

for the cisco IP telephones its power marketing  employees use. the hardware-based 

system the company initially deployed proved to be expensive and unreliable. since 

replacing the system with callrex, an IP-based call monitoring and recording solution 

developed by telrex, nrg has enjoyed freedom from telephony cards, a lower cost of 

ownership, ease of installation, and ease of use. 

company overview
nrg Energy, Inc., (www.nrgenergy.com) a competitive energy provider, was established 

in 1989 as a wholesale power generation company, primarily engaged in the ownership 

and operation of power generation facilities and the sale of energy, capacity and related 

products in the united states and internationally. the company, based in Princeton, nJ, 

has a diverse portfolio of electric generation facilities in terms of geography, fuel type 

and dispatch levels, which helps it mitigate risk. the company has a global portfolio 

of projects—primarily in north America but also in Europe, Australia, Asia, and Latin 

America—that totals some 15,500 megawatts (MW).

Business challenge
the need for energy is never ending and nrg traders work in shifts 24 hours a day finding 

the best markets for the company’s electrical power, capacity, and related products. nrg 

records all trader telephone conversations to help document transactions, and to resolve 

any questions that could arise during the settlement process. When the company began 
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transitioning from a PBX to cisco 7960 IP phones, it purchased a call recording solution that 

required installation of telephony boards to record conversations. the hardware-based system 

was expensive and, worse, proved to be unreliable. the company needed a better call recording 

solution for its IP telephones.

solution
Enventis telecom, which supplied nrg with the cisco callManager IP telephone systems and 

cisco 7960 IP phones for the power marketing floor, suggested the company try callrex, the 

leading IP-based call recording and monitoring application for companies with IP phones. the nrg 

deployment included:

•	 callrex server on a single Intel-based computer running the Microsoft Windows server 2003 

operating system. callrex server utilizes ‘on-the-wire’ packet-sniffing technology to record and 

monitor calls, and includes server and database software. 

•	 callrex client on selected desktop computers. callrex client provides administrators with the 

capabilities to configure how telephone activity will be recorded. the client can be installed 

on any computer in the network but is typically installed on the computers of designated 

administrators and manager

the company deployed callrex to 35 users in its power marketing floor, as well as five users in its 

off site disaster recovery center and operations control center in new roads, LA. deployment was 

easy. As a software-based solution, callrex doesn’t use proprietary telephony cards which add to 

the cost of a solution, are complex to install and introduce potential points of failure.

Benefits
nrg Energy has enjoyed a number of benefits since deploying callrex, including: freedom from 

telephony cards, lower cost of ownership, ease of installation, and ease of use.

freedom from telephony cards and callManager version
After a bad experience with a recording solution that required telephony cards, nrg welcomed the 

software-based approach of callrex. 

“I just love that there is no hardware involved,” says sally McPhillips, telecom Manager at nrg. 

“I immediately was drawn to the fact there would be no hardware dependencies. With our old 

system we had a two-month period in which we had three different technicians out here trying 

to get the telephony cards stable. they kept changing things one at a time and the problems 

“I immediately was drawn to the fact there would be no hardware 
dependencies. With our old system we had a two-month period in which we 
had three different technicians out here trying to get the telephony cards 
stable.”

- sally McPhillips, telecom Manager
n r g  E n E r g y,  I n c .



continued. the last straw was when they wanted to charge us big time for a new driver to keep the 

system functional for a planned callManager upgrade. At that point we began looking for a new 

solution. callrex works no matter what version of callManager you use or are planning to use.”

Lower cost of ownership
nrg has enjoyed a lower cost of ownership with callrex because of its lower cost per license, and 

because of the complete flexibility in determining how many phones to record. “We are paying 60 

percent less on a per-phone basis with callrex,” says McPhillips. “our previous supplier charged 

about $1,000 per phone. Because it required expensive telephony cards the cost was determined 

not by how many phones we were actually using, but by how many phones the hardware would 

support. In my experience, this meant dealing with sizable increments—going from a 12-port 

board to a 24-port board and so on. It was a relief to find the flexibility of simply purchasing 

licenses for the number of phones we needed to record.”

Ease of Installation
the installation process proved extremely popular with nrg, which had experienced deployment 

problems with its previous IP recording solution. “When we set up the phones for our disaster 

recovery site, it was Brian Walsh from Enventis telecom and myself” says McPhillips. “I reported 

back to my boss, that from start-to-finish, it took about one hour to install, configure and start 

recording. I was floored by how easy it was. With our previous system we had a technician on site 

for three days trying to get their system up and running. the ability to set up and use the callrex 

software within an hour was astonishing. It was a wonderful shock to see how easy it was.”

Ease of use
callrex has proven to be easy to use, and rock solid. “our power marketing employees like callrex 

because it is easy to search for phone calls,” McPhillips says. “for example, a trader who wants to 

review the details of a transaction can search by out-bound number [if he or she initiated the 

call], inbound number [if the customer initiated the call], or they can search by time of the call, for 

example, looking at calls they handled between 9:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m.”

Because all calls are captured digitally and stored on a hard-drive, instead of on tape, this gives 

nrg the freedom and flexibility to then backup this data to another storage device. Providing 

a copy of a call is as simple as sending an e-mail with an attachment. “this is a huge help in the 

settlement process,” McPhillips says. “We don’t have the need to verify conversations on a daily 

basis, but when we do, callrex comes through beautifully.”

“the ability to set up and use the callrex software within an hour was 
astonishing. It was a wonderful shock to see how easy it was”

- sally McPhillips, telecom Manager
n r g  E n E r g y,  I n c



About Enghouse Interactive
Enghouse Interactive is the union of products and expertise from leading solution providers including: 

Arc solutions, cosmocom, datapulse, syntellect, telrex, and trio. now a single, global organization, 

Enghouse Interactive delivers flexible and scalable solutions that will meet a company’s communications 

needs across their organization, including: global communications management, contact center 

solutions, attendant consoles, Ivr or self-service solutions and call recording and quality management 

tools.

Learn more at www.enghouseinteractive.com

About the callrex software suite
the callrex software suite includes IP call recording and contact center optimization software 

designed specifically for small- and medium-sized businesses, such as:

callrex Quality Management suite™: contact center optimization software 

callrex call recording™: call recording and monitoring 

callrex computer recording™: desktop computer recording and monitoring 

callrex Agent Evaluation™: call scoring and agent coaching  

callrex Workforce Management™: forecasting, scheduling, and adherence monitoring 

callrex API™: custom integration solution for callrex call recording software


